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Abstract - The dynamic beha.vior of a tv-lQ-level periodic r.:arketing

network having no market news is inv0~tigatedo The present analysi3

allows the tr~ders to store goods, in contrast to our prior

analysis of such markets. Storage cOw?licates the analysis,

but its overall effect is to ameliorate price swings. It is

shown that the present model has one and only one equilibri~m

sta.te for exogeneously given supply and demand functions in its

various markets. Horeover, price disturbances propagate tr1roughout

the network in a step-by-step fashion, progressing no more ti:lan

one market between consecutive market days. In this way, the

absence of.market news results in a slugbish system, which

neverthelessdoes convey market inforrJ.ation by means of its

trading activities. Under certain circumstances,the marketing

neGwork may generate apparently contradictory :price s1£;na1s;

that is, a~ oversupply at one market may trigger a shortfall

in another market \vi th the first marke t sending an initial :price

signal for an oversupply through one part of the marketing
,

network and the ~econd market sending an initial price signal

for a shortfalltr..rough another par.t of the network.

~This Hork was supported by the l~ationalScier~ceFoundation. t:.r.der

Gc.ant HCS 78-01992.
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1. Introduction. Periodic marketing networks are~---
ubiquitous throughout the less developed cotmtries. I

' .

'lOreover,

they appear in a variety of forms [11, [2], [8J. In this \-lork

we continue a study undertaken in [9] of a certain kind of

periodic marketing system. In particular, we consider a

two~level system of rural periodic markets coupled to urban

wholesale markets as indicated by the bipartite graph of Figure 1.

This is a system described by Jones [7]. The nodes m. denoteJ .

the rural markets, which we refer to as "farmers' markets";

their market days are assumed to occur periodically and simultaneously

at the values of the discrete odd-integer-valued time variable

t = ... -3, -1, 1, 3, ... . On those days farmers bring to the

mj supplies of a given co~~odity and sell them to local consumers

and also to traders. The traders bulk and transport the co~~odity

to urban wholesale markets, which we denote by the nodes nk and

ref'er to as the "consumers' markets". The co~odity is then

resold in ~he ~ f'or retailing.
~le latter event is assumed

to take place at t+l = ...,-4, -2, 0, 2,4, ..., but in actuality

it may take place over a period of'days between two consecutive

.market days for the.ffij. The coru~ections set up by the traders

between the farmers' and consumers' markets are indicated by

the lines in Figure 1.

Jones (7; p. l16J indicates that the traders tend to buy

regularly in the' sarr.efarmers' and consumers' njarkets and 1L'"10W

very little about prices in nearby markets. We idealize this

situation by assuming that each trader confines his activities
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to one farmers' market and. one consumers' market and that he

knows the prices in his own markets but has no infoITaationabout

prices in the other markets. In particular, He assume that there

is no market news dissem.inatedbetween markets. Fin~lly, we

assume that no trading goes on cetvleen two farr.:ers' markets or

between two consumers' markets.

It should also be noted that our assumption of simultaneity

for the market days of the various farmers t m.arkets conform Hi th

the conflictive arr~~gement of periodic marketing, in contrast

to the integrative arrangement. As is notBd in [2J, the

conflictive arrangement is not ~~coIT~~on; it occurs for example

in Southern South America and Southerri Africa.

Our hypothesis that the conm:odi.tyflows from the rural

areas into the urban centers, as would an ~gr.iculturalstaple,

can be reversed. \'Jecan take the cornrrlOdi ty to be a good, such

as an item of clothip~, that is manufactured in several urban

center's. The cornmodity is transported by traders from those cente ros

to the periodic rural mar1<:ets, Vlhers it is retailed. In

this case, we need merely let the I11.denote the urban centers anaJ

the nk denote the periodic rural n:srkets.

F''.lrthermore,our model may even be applics.ble to o.a::.ly

markets where the bulking of the good, perhaps a food staple,

by the traders occurs in the I11.during the early I11or~ir~ hoursJ

and is resold during the day in ti1en, .K In this case, t would.

denote the early morning hours and t+l the rest Gf the day.

The analysis vie undertook in [91 and cu..tinue in the pret;er...t;
,

work is an economic one, despite t~e £act that an overall

understandingof periodic r::arl~e ts req1.A.ires historical,- c'J..ltural,
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and sociological consideX'8.tions e.8 well [3J" [8]. Our narrm'!

approach is justified by the fact that He Ire asking a narrow

question: ~'~hatare the dyna '11ic variations in the prices and

cornmedi ty flo\13 in the ular~:eting network of Figure 1 under

particule.r conditions of supply and demand? A question of

economics attacked by an economic analysis. Hore over Jour

approach is founded initially on an atomistic examination of

the behavior of each trader, from which the overall behavior of

the mar}-ceting netHork is built up through aggregation. .

The principal difference betHeen the present analysis and

the one given in [91 is tllat the traders are now allowed to

store goods. This com~licates the analysis of the consumers I

markets~; it leads t supply fu~nctionsin the nk that are not

perfectly inelastic" as they were assumed to be in [9] where

no storage was allowed. Nevertheless, most of the results

obtained in [91 are once again acheived herein.

The behavior of the traders in the farI'lersl markets, where

they act as buyers, is assurned to be the sarce as that used in [9].

In the next section we supplement the argum.ents of [9] justifying

that ass...med demand beha',rior with a deriv.s.tion based u.?on a

treatment of the trader as a firm supplying the services of

bulking and traIlsportat:. on. The re s1?-l ting ag.:~regate demand

functions in the farmers I markets are described in Section 3.
In Section 4 'i{edevelop a supply be~lavior for each trader in t:--16

consumers I markets based upon a cost sch6uule fer his .storage of

goods, and this is aggregateu in Sc:ction 5 to get overall su.~~~:l~j

functicns in tl:e consumer8 I mar}~et:5. O~r total model for the

marketinb netHork consists of a set of Ylonlinee.r diffcrcllce
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equations obtained by equath:g sL<.pply ~J.rld der.land in every r;~8rket.

Time series in the various prices and cummadi ty flows can be

obtained frem these equations by recursion (Section 6). The

'bas ic existence and lli'l.ic;.uenesstLe orem for the equilibrium ste.te

of our model ap~;ears in Section 7. Our model exhibits Jones'

step-by-step transmittal of price disturbances [7J; this is

discussed in Section 8. Firtally, we show in Section 9 t~at a

sudden oversup~Jly at one market can lead to seeY'lingly contradictory

price signals being propagated in different parts of the !1E'trlceting

netHork; in particular, in one part the initial price perturbatior~

may be dOi-ffii{ardsignaling thereby an over'supply '.-T!1ereas in

another part the initial price perturbations may be up'dard signaling

thereby a shortfall.

2. The demand behavior of the tr[~ders in the far:ners I
- ~ - ~ ~

markets.
~

The economic behavior of a trader in a far:n:ers' marl'~et

can be derived frcT:1the custorr.ary analysi.s of cost functions

[6; PP. 7l-75J if ~;e treat the tr8.der as a firm su?plying tLe

services of bulking and transportation. From this point of view,

his output for a particular triD is directlv proportional to. . - ~. .

the amolmt q of goods he acquires in the farmers' market.

He shqll take q to be the measure of his output.

As was discussed by Hay and Beavon [5; pp. )O-)lJ, the

costs incurred in prc~lding the output q migllt include the

following:

1. normal profit

2. interest on stocz in trade

3. variable buH:ir..g and transport CGsts (e.g., additicr:.~l
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wear and tear, gas or feed, labor cost, etc. incurred in carrying

.the stock betvrecn Y:larkets)

4. cost of. transportation equil.;n:cnt (rent or depreciation

on truck, bicycle, pack ani~alJ etc.)

5. license fees

6. stall rents

Hay and Beavon [5; p. 3C] consider normal profit as being

the major cost item. In their Hords, :t... it is the vieH oi'

the authors that the major overhead cost is the trader's time.

This can be a:p~)roached in the usual Hay as the normal profi t,

or irreducible wage cost of.the operation. This is consistent

with the definition of normal profits 'as being thi::tlevel of

profits su.fficient to induce the entrepeneur to stay in business.

under conditions prevalent in most developing countries tilis ti~e

can be conceived either as the incentive necessary to induce the

individual to surrender non-Harking time 9£.. (and more IEeely) as

the opportunity cost, the loss of income due to a reduction of

ff t . tb d. . .

(

... \"
e or In 0 ~er lreC~lons e.g., ~armlng).

'tietake normal profit to be a variable cost since it can

be avoided simply by not taking ths trip betvleen Garkets and

performing instead an alternative job. The second and third

items are also variable costs. The fourth may be either a v~riab:e

or ~ixed cost depending on whether the trader rEnts or owns his

transportation equipment. Items 5 and 6 will be either varlaole

or fixed costs depending on '..!hetherthe y r~.aybe pa.id on a. dally

basis or must be paid for a.n extended. period of ti~e.
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In any C8.S6, the marginal cost (HC), average variable

cost (l~/C),and average fi.ed cost (AFC) curves ight rese~ble

those indicated in Figure 2. Those are dravll1 on the assumption

that the variable costs, especially item 1, are considerably

larger than the fixed costs and that the marginal cost of the

first unit produced is very high because of item 1 but then falls

to small values until the trader's transport capacity is approached.

Tne sharp sudden rises in the MC and AVC curves at the largest

values of q reflect the fact that item 3 will increase sharply

once the trader's transport capacity is exceedea. n'ie 're ass u...vr:ing

that the tr~der carillotacquire an extra truck or pack animal d~~ing

the middle of his trip.) The standard argur.lent [6; pp. 73-7 4J

asserts that, as q decreases from large values to z~ro, the traderls

demand curve in the farmer's market follo'o-;8the HC curve dovn::'Hard

until the minimum value T of the Ave curve is reached; it then

follows a horizontal line q = T toward the ordinate axis, and,

5'/hen q = 0 , it coincide s Hith the ordinate axis alcng the seg:',ent

0 ::;p ::;T. T is thus the critical price for the trader's

services above ,''!hichhe will acquire' goods in the furmers' r.:arket.

How, to be more spe cli',ic,vie nrunber all the traders by the

index i = 1, 2, 3, ~.. . Consider the ith trader and assume that

he oDerates betHeen the farmers' market m. and the consumers'
~ J

market nk. Let T~k be his cost corresponding to T in Figure 2.

(We need not display the subscripts j and k on T~1 ~ince every i
J.!.:

has a unique j and k assigned to it; but we do so for the saxe

of clb.rity.) The trader Is derived dei'land curve in m. at tin:e t
,
v

can be obtained from his supply curve of Figure 2 by first

observing that the quantity of goods he ex~ccts to ~upply in nil:
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UDon returnin g from m. depends UDon the price he eXDects to
~ J - ~ -. . .

receive for his services. The latter is the difference between

the Drice r:,i(t+l)he ex~ects to receive in n. at t+l and the or~ce
~ K - A ...

R.(t) he has to pay in m. at t. That is. UDon settinR
J - J ' - --:

p = 1<'_i(t+l) - R. (t) and referrink to the supcl-J'~ curve 01'
- K J '-'~... .

Figure 2, He obtain the amount of goods Q.jk(t) the trader will

buy in mj at t, this being the amount of goods he expects to sell

in ~ at,t+l. Note that, for Et(t+l) - Rj(t) > T, 'i~k(t) is

determined by the I"ICcurve. For Ri{t+l) - R. (t) < T, ~~, (t) == O.
, ~ J JK

Finall;y, for E.,~(t+l) - R. (t) = T, Q.~1(t) may be ambiguous beca1.<.se
ii. J JK

of the horizontal jump in the supply schedule dictated by the

standard theory of the firm.

In view of these remarks, we can redraw the supply schedule

of Figure 2 to get the derived demand curve for the trader in

m. at t, as shown in Figure 3.J This merely requires the reversal

and shifting of the supply curve i~ Figure 2 with res)ect to the

p axis. Hate that, Vlhenever E~(t+l) varies, the derived deDand

curve of Figure 3 \Jill shift in the vertical direction by the

same amOlli'1t.

Hote also that this derivation assumes that the trader v..no'.,;s

exactly what his costs are. He doe sn It. \'il1atwe can assur,:e hOHever

is that through experience the trader arrives at a den,a.:ndschedule meA::;'

like that of Figure 3. That experience
critical

of what his Der-~~it cost
./\~

~or prices above L~(t+l)

would give him a fairly

good idea T~k of bulking and transporting
- T~. . he Hould dewand nothinK

JK" ~

goods is.

in m. because he Hould be ex};.ecting a. loss on 8J.',yacquisitior~.
J
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For prices s:Lgnificantlybelo:! i.'.~(t+l) - T}k$ he ~/ouldexpect a

profit and Hould fill up most or all of his traEsport equipment.

Finally, it seems unJ..U<:el;ytr:Jlt h.eHould make an "all or nothingft
'

d .. .;.. .,...,i

(

,

1
\ ml

eel Slon a ~ D = .c.L 't'..J - ,L'., .
~.K JK

Instead, there should be scme

transition region ~lere his dubiousness about the expected profit or

loss would cause him to follo'lla more continuous transition from

no load to full load, as indicated in Figure 4. 'l'hi s is the

demand curve we used in [9J and Hill ccntim.:.eto use in this

paper.

However, there is still another assumption associa-r;ed vIith

Figure 4 which we should discuss. We are assuming that the

trader behaves with perfect consistency. Given any value of

~(t+l) - Rj(t), the amount of goods he acquires in IDj is

precisely determined, whatever be the value of to Bore realistically,

there si::louldbe some uncertainty about his actions. Thi s nig:l t

be modelled by a probability distribution regardiDg his possible

a.cquisitions. But just which probability distribution should be

used req~ires still another assw~ption ~lich might be just as

difficult to justify. Worse still, such a probabalistic apprQach

.might render our model intractable. In any case, soxething has

to be assumed, or this atomistic approach Vlillhave to be abandoned.

The precise behavior depicted by Figure 4 seems to be a reasonable

compromise between rer-lism and tracta.bility.

Hith reGard-to the expected price E~(t+l), \.;re could set this

equal to sor::eme-mory function of past prices:

~(t+l)
=

Nt[Pk(t-l), ,Pk(t-3), rk(t-5), ...]. (2.1)
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That. is, at time t, each trader arrives in his Oh'n way at seme

expected price Et(t+l) in nk for t+l from his memory of past

prices ther.ein. This should be SOIneweighted average of past

prices, where more recent prices are given greater we~ghts. Vie

also require that

~(a, b, c, ...)
<-

}~(af, bl, cf, .~.) (2.2)

if a S aJ, b S bf, C ~ CI, ... ~.with strict inequality holding

in (2.2) if strict inequality holds for one of the arguments.

Moreover, a history of constant prices should lead to the same

(2.3)

for every positive value a. The simplest relation satisfying

these requirements is

E~(t+l)K
=

Pk(t-l). (2.4)

Itls the memory used in Ezekialts classical cobweb model [4J.

We denote the function of Figure 4 by

V~k[Et(t+l) - T~k - p] . (2.5 )

i .
where the function V '1 (x) is continuous for all x , ecual to zero

. JK .

for x ~ 0, and strictly monotonic increasing for x ~ O. It

rises rapidly for small positive values of x and then levels off

and approaches a finite value as x ~ ""'..

expected price; that is, M should satisfyK

a = l (a, a, a, ...)
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3. SU~JplY and demand in a farmers' market.
~

~'Je now

proceed exactly as in [9J to set up the supply and demand functions

in mj. at tine t. '.rhese are sno\V!1 in Figure 5. s~ (p" :1;) denotes

.the aggregate supply function of all the farmers selling the

COIT~cdity under consideration in m. at t.J
Demand consists on

the one hand of local dem8 '1d

is sho~rn in Figure 5.

from consumerswho ShOD in m.. Their- J
L. (p" t); a possible form for itJ

other hand, we have the demand

. aggregate demand function is

On ti,e

functions, shown in Figure 4, of the various traders who operate
all

in mj8 Upon agsregating demand overAthe consumers and all the

traders who shop in mj and then equating supply to dem~'1d, we

get the following equation for clearance in m. at t.J

f
S.(p, t)J

= f
D . (p" t)

J
<3.1 )

where

f
D. (p" t)J .

= L. (p" t)J
+

~ ~
Vi [Ei (t..41) - T~ - pJ.L-~ ~jk k"- JkkEK. J.

J

The i~'1er s~~Qation on i in the right-hand side is a sum over

the indices i for those raders who ope~ate between m. and ~ .
J K

'The outer swnmation. is over the index set IL of the
. J

f .
m.. S. and L. are assQ~ed to be exogeneously given.

J J J

(3.1) is illustrated in Figure 5.
The solution P ='R.(t) of (3.1) is the clearance Drice for

J -

adjacency of

Equation

ID. at t, and the value of either side of (3.1) at that price is
J. . .

the total quantity ~j(t) exchanged in mj at t. Moreover"
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Fjk(t)
= ~ Vi [£i(t~l) - T~

4- jk k Jk1.
R . (t )]J (3.2)

.

is the amoW1t of goods transportedfrem llij to ~ between times t
and t+l.

4. The supply and storage behavior of the tr2.ders in the
~ ~-~ ~-------------

consmners' markets. In r9] hTe assmned t~lat every trader sold in

his nk at t+l all the gosds he had acquired in his mj at t and

that he accepted whatever price he could get for his goods.

In other words, his supply fW1ction in nk' was perfectly inelastic.

We now wish to relax this restriction by allowing the traders to

store goods. If the price in ~ is so lovl that the trader v;ol.<.ld

incur a loss upon s~lling goods in nk' he night instGad store at

least some of his goods and wait for a better price. In thi s

circumstance, the amount that he stores depends not only on the

price in ~ but also on how much it costs him to store goods.

vlepostulatethereforethat the ith tr8.der, ;:howe assu.r:e

is operating between mj and ~, hQS a per-unit cost Z~k(q) for

storing goods for one market period (i.e., fr:omt-l to t+l for

any t); that cost depends upon the amount q beinG stored.

We also nostulate that the fu.D.ctj.onZ~l has the form deDictcd i::
- JC -'

If'igure 6. That is, it costs the trader very little to store a

few goods, but the per-unit cost increases as the a~ount stored

expands. B~k is his storage capacity, and I~k is the corres:)c:nding

per-unit storage cost at full capacity.
~, Bil'or q > ." HeJ.{

assume that z~, (q) = "'. \'111ieh is J'list another Ha'TjT of sa -!inlL:
JK ' . ~ ~

that the trader won't store any more than 3~. .JK
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All this leads to a supply schedu10 lrJ. l:llr at time t+l for
.4

the ith trader as shovffiin FigUl'0 70 he c, II that. H. (t) is the
J

Price that the traderhas Daid in D. at t. A~,_(t-l) is the
~ J JK

amount of goods in storb.ge betVle\::nt-l aml t+1. n'20 Ire as.sli...'11ing

that storage takes place at nko)
iI '" r Ci (

J- '1)
~ '" t' t t<:J 1

~.::. 0 , "', ,_,7 .l..,-, rle 0 <.0.....
J~{

amolli~t of goods he has availablein nk at tTl; it consists of

the amount transportedinto nk plus the carry-overstocksfrom

storage 0 Indeed,

i
Cjk(t+l)

=
A~k(t-l)

+ V~, [E~- (t+l) - T~, - R - (t )].JK 1'- JK J (4.1)

Now, tbe question at hand is, "EoH much will the trader be Hilling

to sell vJhenthe price in nk at t+l is p?1!

Remember that T}k is the mirlilnum expected price rise from

m. to n. beloH which the trader v,ill cease operati ons in ill..
J K J

For an actual price difference larger than T~k he malcessome

profit, perhaps more or less than xhe profit he was pl~~ing on

if and when he acquired goods in mj' but nevertheless a profit.

We assume therefore that he is 'Hilling to sell the 8..rrlount

v~ [E,i (t+l) - T~ll" - R. (t)]Jk K Jh J
(4.2)

he has just transported into n,~ so long as he can :r.lakesorne
A

profit on that sale.
, ~

With regard to tbe amount A-:1r(t-l) he has in storage, HeJ"~

assume that he values-those goods L"1the same Hqy as the gooc.is

he has just transported into nk' dosp,ite the fact ~:::lat he r~,ay

have paid a price for his stored goods dir_erent from Rj(t).

In other Hords, his valuation of stored goods is detol'I.:ined by
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current market conditions, a practical viewpoint. Consequently,

for p ~ R.(t) + T~k we assume that he sells all his goods atJ J
i

hand, namely, C'k (t+l).J

If however p < Rj(t) + T~k' the trader will suffer a loss

on his sales, and so he must decide ''';:letherto incur a loss on

sales or a loss resulting from the storage cost between t+l and'

t+3. More precisely, he must aecide how much to sell and how much

to store, Given a clearance price p = Pk(t) somewhere between
i i i .

R.(t) + T'k and R.(t) + T'k - r'kJ his smallest loss occurs whenJ . J J J J
his per-unit loss on sales equals his per-unit cost of storage

i
. for the ~~ov~t Ajk(t+l) he decides to store. Any smaller (larger)

storage would mean that his per-unit storage 10s3 would be less

(respectively, greater) than his per-unit sales loss, and it would

therefore pay him to store more (respectively, less) goods. This

is the situation depicted in Pigure 7, which shows the trader's

supply function in ~ at t+l. The vertical line at q = C~k(t+l)

for p ~ R.(t) + T~l results from the reasoning given in theJ JK

precedingtwo paragraphs. The curved part of that supply schedule is

a reversal and shifting of the storage-cost function of Figure 6.

For the clearance price P, (t+l).K

A~. (t+l) and sells ~\ (t+l).JK JK

Finally, for p < R. (t) +J

indicated, the trader stores

T~k - r~, J the trader stores as much
J J.tC

as 'he possibly can, namely, B~k and then sells the amount C}k(t+l)

- B~k in excess of that storage capacity at whatever price he can

get. '1lhisis represented by the 10l.Jervertical segr::ent Qf tLe

supply schedule in Pigurs 7. This assur::es of course that

B~l < C~k(t+l). If ]~k ~ C~
, (t+l) , tilen as J decreases , the' si..~,olv

JK J J JA . -- ~

schedule curves in tOi.'Jardthe ordinate axis until it either :-,.eet.3
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the ordinate axis or meets the abscissa ~~is. In the former case,

it follows the ordinate axis toward the origin. In the latter

case, it terminates at the abscissa intercept. A..'1ord:..na te se;;:-.snt
, ,'.

means that the trader exhausts his supply beTore his storage

capacity is filled. An abscissa intercept mefins that it is cheaper

for the trader to give some of his goods al.my rather than tryin.;'

to store all of them.

The. supply function S}k{P, t+l) in ~ at t+l for the ith

trader can be written as follows. (As before, we are aSS1.lIni:Qg

that the ith trader operates betl-Jeen mj and nk.)

s\[p, R. (t), E,i (t+ 1)" A ~ k (t-l )]JK J K J

C}k{t+l)
for p ~ R. (t) + T~lJ J ~

Here, W~l is the function-inverse of Z~k .JK J ..

that p is restricted to positive values.

Also, it is understood

We mentioned before that the trader values the goods he has

at hand in n, at t+l by the Der-~'1it cost R.(t) + T~, j this
K . ~ J JA

includes the stored goods as well even thoug~'1 a price different

from Rj(t) may have been paid for them. ~e can relax this

ass~~ptian - and complicate our ~cdel still further - by rer;lacinC

every Rj (t) in (h.3) by a me:r;;ory.va.J.ueof pr'icrffij, prices:

max [0, Ck(t+l) - Wk[R.(t) + T, - p]}= 0( J J -.1; JK (4.3)
for R. (t) + T\ -' I\ :; P R. (t) + T 1J J r J.::r J J.K

max {o,
i ,i for < R (t) + mi -iC.k (t+ 1) - B. k \ P -. .k - 1..,J J J J J.. JK
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N~ [R .(t ) , R. (t-2). R. (t-u.) , 8.. ]J J J ~ J '

wh 1-i t . ,",' , . t .' . '
1 " ,

d l _i
ere 'i. sa lSlles CODUl lons s llT:.l ar L,O "\;l10se lr:'lpose on '.l, .J K

This 1>Quld allow greater flexibility in our' treatzrlent of trader

(4.4)

behavior.

As R.(t) (or alternatively the value of (4.4) varies, theJ

supply curve (4.3) sho~m in ""igu:C6 7 SflLfts vertically" and, as

the goods on hand C~k (t+l) vary" that c~rve shifts horizontall'y.

This then is a substantially more complicated model of trader

behavior in the ~ than the one used in [9J.

5. Supply and demand in a co.r;.s'Ul1ers T market. ~Je as oSume tha t

in each consumers I market ~ at any t+lt!:wre is an exogeneously
,..,

given demand function Dk(P, t+l) with the conventionalslope

indicated in l"igure 8.

To get the supply function in nk at t+l.. we S1.l..r:J.the

indi vidual supply functions (4.3) f or all ttle trade rs . operating

but of nl..l1.. This yields the aggregate supply function

c
Sk{P, t+l;

= L L S~k[P' R. (t), Eki(t+l), A~k(t-l)J.ET . J J - J-
J "k l

(5.1 )

where Jk is the index set .of the adjacer.cy of ~.
. will have a form like that indicated 'in Figure 8.

S~(p, t+l)

The equation for clearance in ~ at t+l is

D~(P, t+l)
= S;(p, t+l),K (5.2)

and its solution p = Pk(t+l) is the clearance price. ~(t+l)

denote s the amoti."'1t of goods exchanged, name ly, the value of

eithar side of (5.2) at clear~lce.
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6. Recursive analysis. In order to perform a recursive

analysis on our model and also to establish the theorems presented

below, we have to impose precise conditions on the various supply

'and demand functions, same of which we have already mentioned

but now repeat.

Conditions A.

~: For each j and t, Lj(p, t) is a continuoua nonnegative

function on 0 < p < ~ and strictly decreasing on 0 < P < R~(t) S ~.
. J

*
If R. (t) :; ..."J

. *
If R.(t) < ...,L j(p, t) = 0 on R.(t) S p < -.J J
L.(p, t)-+-O as p--'>-"'.J

A2: For each j and t, S~(p, t) is a continuous nonnegativeJ
function on 0 S P < ..., equal to zero on 0 ~ p ~ R~(t), andJ
strictly increasing on R~(t) < P < ..., where R~(t) < R~(t).J J J

A): For e~ch i and its corresponding j and k, V~k(x) is a

continuous nonnegative function on -- < x < ...such that V~k(x) = 0

for x ~ 0, V~k(x) is strictly increasing on 0 S x < -" ro~d

V~k(x) tena.s to a finite limit as X-7--. Boreover" it satisfies

the Lipschitz condition

tV~k(X) - V~k(y)1
s !11x - YI

for all x and y. (Since there is only' a finite number of traders

in the whole marketing system" we can take the constant H to be

independent of i, j, and k.,
It follows that every agGregate function

Vjk :;~i V}k also satisfies a Lipschitz condition with a cor-stant

that is independent of j and k.) .

A4: For each i ar~ its corres~onding j and k, Z~k(X) is a .,

continuous nonnegative strictly increasing function on 0 ~ x S Bjk'

and Z}k(O) = O.
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A5: For each k and t, D~(P, t+l) is a continuous nonnegative

function on 0 < P < - and strictly decreasing on 0 < p < P~(t+l) S -.

If P~(t+l) < ~, D~(p, t+l) = 0 on P;(t+l) ~ p < -. If P:(t+l) = -,

D~(P, t+l) ~O as p~GD. Also, as p-- 0+, D~{P, t+l)7a>.

We assume that the functions in these five conditions and

the T}k as well are exogeneously given. Our model then consists.of

(3.1) and (5.2) for every j and k and for t = 1, 3, 5, ... and

in addition some initial conditions. The latter are the initial

stored quantities A}k(O) and also the cons~~ers' market prices

Pk(O), Pk(-2), Pk(-4), ... for all the prices in the arguments

of the 1-1~that appear in (2.l) for t = 1. Ii'the memory function

(4.4) is used in place of the R.(t) in (4.3); we will also haveJ

to specify those Rj(-l), Rj(-3), Rj(-5), ... (but excluding Rj(l»

that appear in (4.4) for t = 1.

Given these initial conditions for all i, j, and k, our

Conditions A insure that unique in~ersections exist between the

supply and demand functions in Figures 5 and 8. Inde ed, \.:ecan

compute time series in every price, quantity exchanged, and

commodity flo'das follOl-Is.The initial conditions Pk(O), P1-;:(-2),

Pk(-4), ... determi~e through (3.l), coupled with (2.l),the

farmers' market prices Rj(l) for all j, as indicated in Figure 5.

Also determined are the quanti ties (~. (1) exchanged at t = 1 inJ

all the farmers'markets, the amo~~ts (4.2) the traders transport

just after t = 1, and the C1k(2), the last by virtue of the given
A~k(O) and (4.1). The R.(l) (and, if (4.4) is used, the R.(-l),J J J

R.(-3). ...) determine through (5.2),. coupled r.-lith(5.1) and (4.3),J
all the conslL.'1lers'market prices P1 (2). ~s is indicated in~'igure 7,K

they also determine the amount A~lr(2) each trader stores and. u~~
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the amo~~t ~~k (2) each trader sells at t+l = 2.- Thus, we have
, J

in effect a new set of initial conditions displaced two units

of time later on. Consequently, our computations can be

'c~~tinued for another period. Continuing in this way, He get

the aforementioned time series.

7. Equilibri um.---- Our present model deals with three kinds

of variables: prices, commodity flows, and - in contrast to

the prior work [91 - stored amounts as well. The last variable

complicates our discussion of equilibrium states. Such a state

is said to exist if the indicated variables do not vary with

time. (We now denote the constant values for the variables simply

by dropping the arguments in t. Thus, Pk(t+l) is a varj~ng value,

but Pk is a fixed value - not a function.) Ita equilibriunl state

state becomes a possibility when the exogeneously given supply

and demand functions S~(p), Lj(p), and D~(p) are independent of

time. Whether an equilibrium state does exist under these

conditions and whether it is unique is the subject of this section.

Consider the ith trader and assume again that he operates

between m. and n,. Since under an equilibrium state all variablesJ K

'are constant with respect to ti~e and E~(t+l) = Pk for all t
,K -

according to (2.3), the amo~~t of goods t~at trader transports

into ~ on each trip is

i

~jk(Pk

~

T"7k - Rj
).

J .
(7.1)

\'lhenPk > T~k + Rj' (7.1) assum.es a p~sitive value~ and }/e have

the situation depicted in F'igure 9 Hhere no goods remain in

in storage;
i

Gjk is equal to (7.1) in this case.
On tLe other
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hand, if Pk S T~k + RJ' (7.1) equals zero according ~o our

definition of V~k. Thus, in no equilibrium state does the trader

perpetually incur a loss on the goods he continually transports

into his nk-

However. eauilibrium stora~e under the conditionP k < T~- + R.
, . <;;> JK J

is a more complicated affair. According to our model, S~k(P)

can be any of an infinity of curves, as is illustrated by cases

a through e in Figure 10; more specifically, it can be any of

the curves obtained by shifting the curve for case e to the left

and making it coincide with the ordinate axis below the point

where it first meets that axis- Thus, the perpetually stored

amount A~k can be any value from ().. dO~1llto zero, the latter value

occurring when S~k(P) coincides with the ordinate axis for all

p (case a). Cases f and g are impossible however. Either one

would imply that the amount ~l or ~2 is perpetually transported

into nk' in contradiction to the f~ct that (7.1) equals zero when

its argument Pk - T~k - Rj is negative.
Just which possible case will occur depends upon how the

equilibrium state arises. For ex~~ple, assume we have a dJTI~~ic

If the price R.(t) in m. remains
J J ,

at the fixed price Rj but the price Pk(t+l) in nk j~~ps suddenly

down to the fixed price Pk from prior values well above T~k + Rj'

the curve of case e may ensue after possibly one more sale of

variation in prices and flows.

goods. The last step may occur as follows. The trader CODes

to nk with more goods tLan Q., finds a low P, (fixe d hencef orth ),., K

sells all his goods in excess of ~ = A}k' and then rehains with

the supply curve of case e w~lile storing Q. perl;;etually.
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As another example, assume that the price Pk(t-i-l)

gradually approaches a fixed Rj + T~k so that the amount brought

into hk approaches zero, but, before these limits are acheived,

. the Pk(t+l)falls to and stays at the considerablylower value

shown in Figure 10. Then a supply curve quite close to case a

will ensue. Intermediate cases between a and e can be generated

by assuming other paths of convergence for Rj(t) and Pk(t+l).

The equilibrium behavior can be s~~arized as follows.

In an equilibrium state, each trader either sells in his ~ a

fixed amount of goods at every value of t+l or he perpetually

keeps in storage a fixed amount of goods, or he neither sells

nor stores. However, he cannot both sell and store; f he sells

goods, he stores nothing, and, if he stores goods, he sells

nothing.

We should comraentstill further about the fact that our model

allows storage to occur perpetually in an equilibrium state.

This mean& that the trader never gives up hoping that the price

in nk will improve sufficiently to allow him to sell at a profit.

In this respect our model is not a long-run one. Any trader should

eventually recognize that tho;;equ.ill.urium price is not going to

improve and 1'IOUldthen liquidate his s.tock to cut his storage

costs, perhaps by consuming it himself.
,

He may on the other

hand start selling off his stock. In either circumstance, case a
,

should ensue, but the price Pk may be perturbed while the trader

sells off his stock. .Our model doe-snot encompass this eventual

collapse of the permissible supply curves of Pigure 10 into

the ordinate axis.
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onl~ the stored anlounts A~k exhibit the ambiGuity in the

equilibrium state illustrated in Figure 10. The prices ~nd

commodity flows are uniquely determined. This can be proven

. by rela.ting the equilibrium states of our present storage model

to the equilibrium states of our no-storaGe model of [9J as

follows.

Let there be given a particular storase model. If discard
i .

the cost schedules Zjk and assume instead that each trader has

a perfectly inelastic supply schedule in his ilk' we get a lli~iquely

determined no-storage model, which we shall refer to as the

associated no-storage model. Now, if the storage model has an

. equilibrium state, then the associated no-storage model has

one too with the same prices and quantity flows. To find the

latter, note first of all that every trader IS equilibrium price

Pk in the storage model can occur only where his supply schedule

is perfectly inelastic (or at ~~ endpoint of such a range), as

is indica~ed in Figures 9 and 10, ahd his corresponding equilibri~

cow~odity flow is the amount (7.1). By extending the perfectly

inelastic segment where Pk occurs, He get the su.:jply schedule

for "the no-storage TIodel. Thus, wi th regard to Figure S, wlder

equlibrium the supply schedule for the .associated no-storage model

is a vertical line passing through the equilibrium point (~" pv)A '--

of the storage model.
,

Conversely, still given the storage model, we ~~ow from

Theorems 2 and 3 of [9] that the associated no-storage model has

a unique equilibrium state. In tLat state the ith trader trsn3ports

a nonzero quantity (7.1) if and only if Pk - T~k - Hj > 0;
in this case his supply ftU1ction in the storage model fOI' ec.;.uilibrik~
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can be constructedfor -::>rices belo'<-i R. + T~" from hi~ p:iven
- J o.JA ~

cost scheduleZ~k in accordance VJith Pigurc 9. 0;:i the otLle~'
hand, that trader transnorts no goods if and only ~f P, - T~, - R. ~ ~

. ~ ~ . l{ J1'.: J
Z~k can a~ain be used to construct his sUDDlv curve wlder 6quilibri~~J <;> .~ u -

as one of the permissible sched:..lles indj_cutcd. in l'iE;ure10.

However, just Hhich supply curve ensues de~)end.s uron the arlO~lt .

stored; the latter can be any amount between 0 and. C~ =
Vi~k (R. +,T~ lJ J J( - Pk). In any case, from the equilibrium state

of the associated no-storage model, this process yields an

equlibrium state for the storage model, Hhere the aggregate 3U2:.~"Jly

schedule S~(p) in ~ is 1.l..'1iquelydetermined for prices beloH

Pk but may be ambiguous above Pke

this argument with

\'.16'can tLerefore conclude

Theorem 1. Let there be given a periodic marl'.:etir..gnetvlOrl-::,

as specified in the penultimate paragraph of bection 6, which

satisfies Conditions A. Assume that tr..egiven L.(p), S~(p), a:::1:1.
. J J

D~'(P) do not vary Hi th time t. '.L'hen,that marketing network has

an equilibrium state which is uni~ue with respect to the prices

R. and Pk and the cormncdity flows V\ (P, - T~l - R.) e Ho";ever,J JK K JK J

the amount A~k stored by each trader can be any nO~illEgative value

UD to and including' H~ k(R. + T\.. - P, ).
- J J J.:l. K

~ne question of the asymptotic stability of an equilitri'~:

state is obscured by the storage behavior. Inaeed, consider 2n

equlilibrium point Hherein some tradE>rs are st~rir...ggoods. .L[~C~1

such trader has a supply curve like those indicated ~n Fi8ure lC.

'ylecan alter amount the trader stores to soY'~eextent 80 lo~g 2::::

hi s supply curve remains VIithin the range be t1-1een C23e s a a.nd E:.

This does not change the equilibrium point Lecause the agsrc[jc'tc
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SUDDlv curve SkC(1J) has been altered onJ.", i.~;r DriGl;S above thev. " -

equlibriu..m price Pk" not at Pl\:. l~e C8.n c;unclude that no equlibrium

state involving some store.ge is s.symptotLcE.lly stable becaw:e

. it is a member of a continuum of equilitriill~ states.

However it may be true t~:'l~t the prices and flo::3 of any

equilibrium state demonstrate aSYLptotic :o:tability, even thout;h

the stored amounts do not. We havenft bee~ able to show this.

Our conjecture seems especially reasonable for the case where

Pk - T~k - Rj > 0 for every trader. In this case, no tra.derstores

goods,and in thevicinityof the equilibri'U..'TI point we have once

again the same supply and demand curves of our no-storage model

of [9J. That model does demonstrate aSj~iptoticstablity if

sufficiently strong assllinptions are imposed on the slopes of

the demand and supply curves [9; p. 524]. To transfer that resu.lt

to our present model" we would have to show that any equilibri'U..'TI

state satisfying Pk - T~k - Rj > 0 for every trader is stable

in the se~se of Lyapunov. We haven't been able to prove this

either.

8. The propagation of disturbances.~----------------------------------- ~ince we are ass'U..'TIir~

. that there is no market ne'\<lS at all, the only way a distrubance

in supply or demand can propagate is through the tradir~ activity.

As a result, any disturbance can progr~ss no more than one

market from one valu& of t to the next. ~his makes the system

sluggish. Horeover, a local distu.rbance is not a.n:eliorated by

the resources of the entire systenl, as it would be in a developed

economy having good transportation, ~arehouses, wnolesale and

retail facilities, and of course Market news. It s:loulci the ref are

be ZXlX3Ctcd that local prices :.:ire :more volatile fer local
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disturbances but'more insensitive to variations in distant

markets. This is the phenomenon discussed by Jones [9; p. 119J.

Our objective in this section is to show how our mathereatical

'model exhibits a similar step-by-step propagation of a disturbauce.

In this section, we continue analyzing the more General model

wherein the memory function (2.1) and (4.4) are used. We need

some more notation. ~t

i
Fjk(t)

V~k[Eki(t+l) - T~ k - R.(t)]J J. J

L. F~k(t).i J

(8.1)

and
Fjk(t)

= (8.2)

,Fjk(t) is the flow of goods along the line (j, k) connecting

mj to~; this flow occurs at the end of marketuay t and
before t+l.

Let there be two dynamic processes for which the supply ana

demand functions S~(p, t), L.(p, t), and Dkc(P, t+l) are the sameJ J

everYVlher~ for all t except at m1 for t = 1 (and possibly at nll

for t = 3, 5, 7, ... too). \1e will denote the variables f'ar

the two processes with either a superscript 1 or a superscript 2

and Hill refer to the t.:oprocesses as the first and seco:::ld prc,ces:':'03.

~e partition the two sets of market indices as follows: v - r
- 1

~,1 - ,.L);

i.e., Yl is the set consisting only of the index 1. For

v = 3, 5, 7, ... , we let Yv (or ZV-1) denote the set of indices
,

for those m. (respectively, nk) that are at a distance }J-l
J. .

(respectively, v-2) from mI. This .partitioning is illustrated

in }'igure 11, Hilich is simply a rearr.-angement of Figure 1. rl'l:ere

is no line between any two nodes of a single index set.
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Choose a shortest path P between ill, and ],:. (or n k ).- J
Consider the following sequence of flm-rs for tl:e wth process

(w = I" 2):

fFI
W

k (1)" Fc:' k (3)" Fc:' k (3)" Fc:' k (5), Fc:' k (5), ...}2 J3 2 J3 4 . J5 4 J5 ~6

(8.3)

where (I" k2) is the first line in P, (j3" k2) is th~ second line

in P" (j3' k4) is the third line in P, etc. l'hcrefore, k2 E: Z2"

j3 E Y3" k4 E Z4' j5 E Y5' This sec:.uence is called an

~ -to-mj passage (or an ml-to-~ pass age), for the wth proce ss.

~We shall say that coincident cutoff occurs for the given passage

if either or both of the following conditions hold.

1. There is at least one term in the given passage (8.3)

that is zero for both processes.

2. There is at least one conslliuersl-market index kv

appearing in the given passage (8.3) such that all the goods

brought into nk along the (j~-l"kv) line go into storuge at

.~ at time t+l =)J for both processes.
))

We call the first event a coincident flow citoff roldthe

second event a coincident storage cutoff.

Theorem 2. Assur~ethat there are two dJ~amic processes

fo~ a given periodi0 marketing network of the fo~n of Figure 1,

which satisfy Conditions A and the following three hypotheses.

-<. The initial conditions for both proces.:::esare the same;

that is, for t = 1, -1, -3, ... , P~('!;-l) = P~(t-l) for all ~,

R~(t-2) = R~(t-2) for all j, and A~tl(O) = A~:2(O) for allJ J JA JK

i, j, and k.
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~. Sf,l(p.t 1) < Sf,2(p, 1) for all p such t~18.t Sf,2(p, 1) > O.

Other than the supply function of H~rpothesis f3, all. y.
the exogeneously given supply and demand functions (i.e., those

indicated in Conditions ~, A2:1 and A5) are the sa.rne for both

processes.

Then, for every t ; 1" 3, 5" ..." we have the following results.

a. For every j E Yt " R~(t)?: R~(t).J J Strict inequality

holds if and only ii' there is at least one ml-to-mj passage having
no coincident cutoff.

b. For every j E Yt+2 U Yt+4 U ...,'?~ (t) ; R~ (t).

for every k E Zt+l' P~(t+l) ~ P~(t+l). Strict inequalityc.
holds if and only if there is at least one ffil-to-nkpassage

having no coincident cutoff.

d. For every k E: Zt+3 U Zt+5 U ... , P~(t+l) ; P~(t+l)

and A~kl(t+l) = A~k2(t+l) whateverbe i and j.

Prooi'. ~cept for the conclusionabout the stored amounts,

this theorem is 'the same as Theorem 1 in [9], but the' proof is

more complicated now because of the possibility of storage.

Moreover, in contrast to [9J, we now allovr the tr8.ders to have

different memory functions.

It follows from Hypothesis ~ that the aggregate dem~lQ functions

in ml are the s~ne for both processes. So, by H:,rpotllesis 13,

by the strict monotonicities of the supply and demand functions

in ml' and by the conditions that R~,l(l) and R~,2(1) are bethJ ' J

less than R;(l), we have that R~(l) > R~(l)o Now, let k E Z28

By the strict monotonicity of the V~k~ we also have that
1

( )

,2
( )

2
( )

> i 2
( )

i
Flk 1 < Flk 1 exceptwhenRl 1 - ~{' 1 - Tlk for every
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trader i operatinG between ml and nk. In the latter !case,

wl
( 1)' = p2 (1) ; o.~lk lk 3

that is, a coincident flow cutoff occurs

on the ml-to-nk,passage at t = 1.

liP-Dly that R~(l) = R~(l) for
- J J

Continue to let k E Z2.

Eoreover, Hypotheses -< and y

j E Y3 U Y5 u ... .

Just after market-day 1, the amounts

stored in nk and amounts brought into ~ by the traders from the'

farmers' r:arkets other than m, are the same for both processes..J.

In viel-'T.of our conclusion about the prices in the various

farmers 1 rr;arke ts, '-'Iealso have

,i
[
l 1 1

]rljk Rj(l), Rj(-l), Rj(-3), ...

>- ,i
[
2 2 2

]rljkR2(1), Rj(-l), Rj(-3), ...

with strict inequality holding for j = 1 and equality holding

for j € Y3 U Y5 u Consequently, S~,1(p,2) ~ S~,2(P,2) for

all p. By the monotonicities of the supply and demand fWlctions

in nk' we have P~(2) ~ P~(2). Now, not only can coincident flow

cutoff occur'alor~ the ~-to-~ line but also coincident storage

cutoff can occur in n, .K The latter CCCt~S ~hen the supply curves

for all the illl-to""nktraders are of the form of cases a to e in

Figure 10 for both processes at time t+l = 2. This means that'

the aGgregate supply functions for both processes in nk at t+l = 2

differ from each other only above the point where they intersect

the D~ (p, 2) curve. 'de can t:lerefore conclude from the strict

monotonicity of D~(P~ 2) that P~(2) > P~(2) if and only if

coincident c~toff dces not occur on the ml-to-~ passage. On

the other hand, for k E:Z4 U Z6U ... , 'de have P~(2) = ?~(2)

and A.~,,1(2) = A~,,2(2) for every m. adjacent to nl, Hrlatever be i,J ..C J.l{ . J K
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be ca'..J.S8 condi tions are the same for both Drocesses in m. at t = 1
~ J

"n~ ' n n at ~+l = 2o...u...l k v .

:'Je nOH cons truct an inductive argurnent. ASSum.8 that

Conclusions c and d both hold for all values of t up to and

including a given t ~ 1. ~~e have shown thst they hold for t

By vir'tueof (2.2), vie have for j € Yt+2 that D~,l(p, t+2) ~
D~,2(p, t+2) with strict inequalityholding for at least someJ

p > 0 when coincidentcutoff does not occur on the ~-to-ro.
, .J

passage. In view of Hypothesisy and the, monotonicities of the

supply and demand fu...'1.ctions, R}(t+2) ~ R~(t+2) for j € Yt+2.

Strict inequality occurs if and only if the S~(p, t+2) curveJ

intersects the D~,l(p, t+2) and D~,2(p,t+2) curves at different
, J J

points. But, this occurs if and only if there is a k £ Zt+l in

= 1.

at least one ml-to-mj passage for Hhich the condition in Conclusion c

for strict in6quality holds (i.e., no coincident cutoff occ~s

on the ml-to-~ passage) ar:d in addition F}k(t+2) > 0 (i.e., the

.difference in ?~(t+l) and ?k2(t+l) is effective in m.}. In other
A J

words, R~(t+2) > R~(t+2) if and only if there is some r~-to~.
J J .L J

passage having no coincident cutoff. This establishes Conclusion a

with t replaced by t+2.

Conclusionb :.l:i.th t replacedby t+2 follows directlyfrom

H7;tl)othesis y and our assu,i'nption that. Cor.clusion d holds for the

given t. (The two processes are the sa~e at a given market until

the perturbation at ml reaches that market.)

Next,for j € Yt+2 and k E Zt+J' we have from Conclusiond

that, for every i, E~,1(t+3} = S,2(t+3), and therefore
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V~k[£~,l(t+3) - T~k - p]
= v~ [&i,2(t+3) - Ti - P

]Jk -k jk

for all D. Hence. i£ h~(t+2) > R~(t+2) and if R~(t+2) <
. , J J J

E..;~2(t+3)- T~k'for at least one i, we have from the strict

monotonicity of the V~k(X) £or x > 0 that Fj~,l(t+2) < F~k2(t+2)

for some i. On the other hand, F~kl(t+2) = Fl~k2(t+2) for all i ,

if either R~(t+2) = R~(t+2) or R~(t+2) ~ &i,2(t+3) - T~k for all i.
J J J. -k J

Tne former conditionholds if and only if coincidentcutoff

occurs in every ml-to~aj passage, and the latter condition holds

if and'only if F~k(t+2) = F~k(t+2) = 0 (i.e., coincident fl01...

cutoff occurs in the (j, k) line at t+2). Tbus, we have shown

that F~k (t+2) ~ F~ k (t+2) and that strict inequality holds if andJ J '

only if either one of the two stated coincident cutoffs occur.

However, the carry-over storage in ~ from t+l to t+3 is the

same under both processes.

On the other hand, for j e Yt+4 and k € Zt+3' it £ollows

fr~m HJ~otheses ~ and y that F~k(t+2) = F~k(t+2). Upon combinin5 this

with our prior conclusions concerning flows, prices, and carry-over

storage, we can see that S~,l(p, t+3) ~ S~,2(p, t+3). Since

D;,l(p, t+3) = D;,2(p, t+3), we have that P~(t+3) ~ Pk2{t+3)...C oLC .no

Strict inequality occurs if and only if the S~,l(p, ~+3) curve.

and the S~,2(p, t+-3) curve intersect the demand curve at different

points. But, in view of our preceding paragraph, this occurs

if and only if there is SGffietrader, say the ith trader, operating

b t" Co and T.rh W j E v +> h 0 < Fi,1 (
J.. . ~,

)
e ",e~n mj nk' ..ere no "-t+2' J.or H..om - jk v"1l"c.:

<'F~k,2(t+2) and who sells some of his sUDPlv under the secor.aJ -- .J

process, that is, not all of F~k,2(t+2) +- A~T (t+l) goes into,
J .. JK

Storage (A~k (t+l) is the same for both proce S Cies ) . i"ll this is
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the same as saying that coincident cutoff does not occur on an

ml-to-~ pa.ssage that includes the line on ~]hich that trader

operates. This proves Conclusion c with t replaced by t+2.

F'inally, Conclusion d with t replaced by t+2 f olloH's e;:actly

as did Conclusion b with t replaced by t+2. This cOrrl)letes

the proof.

'~eorem 2 asserts that, if a sudden fall or a sudden rise

in supply occurs in one market, then the disturbance in the price

structure can 9ropagate throughout the marketing system no

faster than one line (in Figure 1) for each increment in t.

Thus, if a second market is at a distance of d lines away from

the initially disturbed market, then the disturbance reaches

the second market d time units later at the earliest. But, the

minim~~ propagation time d can be realized only if cutoff, of

either the flow or storage variety, does not interfere with the

propagation of the price signal. If cutoff does interfere, then

a price signal may still reach the second market at times later

than the mini:r.n.u"Tlpossible time, but under certain circumstance s

it may be of the wrong kind. That is, if a sudden oversupply

occurs at the first :r.arket and if cutoff prevents the resulting

price disturbance from reaching the se.cond market Hithin d lL.'1its

of time, then the first price signal received at the second

market might be a rise in price signalling a shortfall - rather

than the fall in price tllat would first be felt had cutoff not

occurred. vIe discuss .this phenor1en.on in the next section.

Horeover, even when ci..i.toffdoes not o.ccur, the subsequent prices

at the second nlarket may oscillate up and dO'dll.after th8 initi8..1

price signal hus passed through. This can be shown by exarrple.
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In any case" what He have established in this secti)n is t:lat

our model exhibits the sl~ggish step-by-step propagation o£

price signals that _I8.Sdescribed by Jones [9; p. 119J.

Our discussion so far has been based on a disturbance in supply

in a farhers' market. But" other kinds o£ disturbance are also

possible. There could be a sudden shift in local demand ~n a

farmers' market or in a consumers' market. These would simply

lead to minor variations of Theorem 2 and its proof.

Before leaving th~s section, we should also note that

storage has its customary effect of moderating price sWinGs.

Indeed, storage bends the supply curve in ~ to the left as

p decreases" the result being that at,low prices some goods

may go into storage rather than being thro..m upon the market.

This prevents the price from falling as low as it would were

there no storage. Sir:ilarly" a short supply and its consequent

high price may trigger the sale of goods from storage. This

p~events the price from rising as high as it would were there

no storage.

9. The ccm..fusionin Drice si.:::nals caused bv cutoff.
- '-' ~.

Let "c1.S

see hoVI a sudden oV,ersupp1y at a far:ners' market r:1ay be i::litia11y

felt at a distar;,t market as a rise in price" rather than a fall

in price. Consider the marketing netHork of FiE;ure 12. Asswr:e

that the netHork is in an equilibriu!TI state such that the (i, k)

line is cutoff with regard to flews whereas the (1, k) lines

~~e carrying floHs but are not far from cuto£f. Also, as Si.l,;;:e

that tileflow along the (l,k) l::'ne is-l'iuchheavier than the

flow along the (j, k) line. ',i'hen , a sudden o"versu.:Jl y at TIl. at
d J

t = 1 will resul-c in D.fall in ::.riccin n. at t+l = 2.~ .r~~
Since

. .
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the (i, k) line is already cutoff, it remains so. However, since

the (1, k) linG is close to cutoff, the fall in price at ~ may

induce cutoff in the (1, k) flow at t ==3. If the equilibritL'n

flovl in (1, k) Has r:nuch18.rger than the flol-l in (j, ok), the effec:;

of cutoff in (1, k) may be "to raise the price in nk at t+l == 4

above its initialequilibriumvalue, even though the flow in

(j, k) may not have cut off. But nOH, this subsequent rise in

price i~nk may trigger a flow in (i, k) at t == 5.
Thus, the

first Drice variation in m. caused by the oversupply at m. is
- ~ -- J

a rise - not a fall - in price. So long as the rest of the ~arketing

network does not cutoff, the initial price variation prop~gating

upward bG\JTond m. will continue to be an increase - not a decrease.
- ~

On the other hand, if no cutoff occurs in the (j, s) line

or in any line beyond ns' the first received price variation

that propagates downward frem m. in Figure 12 Hill be a decrease,J
indicating an oversupply. In this Hay, He can have a price sig1-al

pr.opagating upward from illiindicating a shortfall and another

Price signal propagating downward from m. indicating an oversupplv.
~ - - ~ J '"

Although they seem contradictory, neither of them are false

signals. The first one is cCIT~unicating the shortfall in nk

caused by the cutoff phenomenon, and the second one is cOTI1.'11unicatir:.g

the initial ove~supply in m..J

Upon continuing the above reasoning, we can also conclude

that the subsequent price variations in any narl{et may be

oscillatory.

It should be noted that a shortfall in m. leads to a
J

differentphenomeDon. That shortfallat t = 1 will i:-.Quce<r
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Drice rise in 2'1.. at t-i1 = 2.
~ l{ ~ price signal mayor may not

reach m. at t := 3 del)E:;",llng en '..:hether (il k) starts 1'loHing erJ.

remains cut off &t t := 3. But, in the f CrI'ler case, m... Hill.J.

receive a proper signal for a sh:-rtfalll namelYI a price rise.

To put all this &Dothc::' Hay, since (i, k) is cutoff in the

equilibrium st2.te, the only 'day a price disturbance can reach

IDj is t1:lat that disturbancebe a price rise in ~ sufficiently

large to induce a floH in (i, k) and thereby a price rise in m.....I.

The question rer::ains as to ho'I-T cornmonly such seemingly

contradictory initial price signals occur in actual periodic

markets. That depends for one thing on hOH often lines cut off.

Is it a common phenomenon for a trader to refrain from trading

on a particular market day if he dislikes the prices faciDg hir:1.,

and, if so, are there any days when all the traders operating

betVIeen two marl\:ets refrainfrom tradingbecause of unfavorable

prices? The latter will be unlikely if there are many traders

with different T~k.
If the latter is a rare phenomenon, then

contradic tory initial price signals may also be rare.

Cutoff is more likely when tLleprices are 10V[ in the

consumers' markets and high in the farmers' markets. The former

might be caused by a loss in jemand in the consumers' markets

due perhaps to an increase in the supply of a substitute COITJ::od~ty.

The latter may result from a loss in supply in the fa~~rsl markets,
due perhaps to ~ bad harvest. The overall result can be that

the market ing netHorkoreaks up into a nwnber of isolated nebJor~.;:s.

In any case, our ~odel indic&tes that periodic markets can

genrate disagreeing signals Hhen cu.toffoccurs 1 tl:at cutoff is
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-'~

more likely if there are just a few traders rathe~ ~~LD many

traders 'Hith many different values of T~l~ 8.1,-d tLs..t, EC;CL.;.I'8.te &L.G.
JK

fast market ne1..J's,1:ihich Hould cov.nter the effects C):'C;.ltoff as

well as the slug2:ish step-by-step propaga tion of si[DaIs, ".30...,;,2.d

be a desirable development.
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